SOLAR AGRICULTURAL
ELEMENT
A secure anchoring in the ground is essential for agricul-

We support you in your projects in the areas of energy

tural solar elements. Concrete foundations that remain in

technology, automotive and industry from the initial

the ground are usually poured for this purpose. The newly

product idea through prototype construction to the start of

developed fastening system from paXos offers a sustain-

series production or from the greenfield to the finished

able alternative. The combination of a screw sleeve

factory and production start. In our innovation division, we

inserted into the ground and a rigid concrete slab under-

also develop highly efficient and forward-looking solutions

neath the final soil layer provides high bending and

in the field of renewable energies and electromobility.

compressive rigidity.
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Universal mounting for PV panels on agricultural
land
Fast installation and immediate loading possible
Less material used than conventional concrete
foundations
High bending and compressive rigidities enable
larger superstructures

We look forward to getting in touch with you!

paXos Consulting & Engineering
GmbH & Co. KG
Karl-Benz-Str. 9
D - 40764 Langenfeld (Rhld.)
Telefon: +49 (0)2173 200 43 30
E-Mail: info@paXos.gmbh

Environmental protection due to residue-free
deconstruction
Many other possible applications: Large umbrellas,
traffic signs, masts, wind turbines, etc.

www.paXos.gmbh

www.paXos.solar

SOLAR INNOVATIONS

SOLAR PLAIN TILE

SOLAR BEAVER TAIL

SOLAR FACADE ELEMENT

The visually flawless integration into a wide variety of roof

The solar facade element offers the possibility to equip

surfaces is only possible to a limited extent with conven-

external facades with any desired PV modules. For installa-

tional solar modules. The solar plain tile developed by

tion, the facade element is integrated directly into the steel

paXos offers the look of the asphalt roof shingles mainly

and concrete skeleton structures. Due to the minimal

used in the USA, but in combination with the use of PV and

inclination, the elements are mounted vertically over-

solar thermal energy. Due to the small product dimensions,

lapping, creating a visually uniform exterior surface. The

roof surfaces can be individually and partially covered -

integrated air duct provides an air flow that protects the

even entire roofs are possible. Double roofing is not neces-

solar cells from degradation.

sary at all.

The solar beaver tail module developed by paXos has the
same appearance as classic beaver tail tiles and thus
enables roof surfaces of listed buildings to be used for
energy generation (PV and solar thermal). The integrated
rear ventilation ensures cooling of the solar cells, which
significantly increases the service life of the entire system.
The module is easy to install and can be detached individually from the composite. Several designs and colors
are available.
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Plain tile optics with PV and solar thermal energy
Complete / partial covering of roof surfaces
Installation / removal via a spring steel plate, at the
same time conductor for potential equalization
Aluminum frame protects the glass package, soft
optical transition
High hail and storm suction resistance
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Beaver tail optics with PV and solar thermal energy
Easy installation and single removal
Roofing of listed buildings
Cooling of the solar cells through rear ventilation,
thus significantly increased service life
High hail and storm suction resistance

You can find more information about our products here:
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Universal mounting on external facades (BiPV)

Integration of any type of PV panels
Cooling of solar cells through integrated air duct
Easy removal of individual panels for maintenance
purposes

